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Why Should I Attend the 
2017 National Food Recovery Dialogue?

Education
As leaders in the food recovery movement, it’s important for us to know about other efforts to 
reduce food waste. At NFRD, you’ll learn about the latest initiatives and the importance of stopping 
food waste on a national level. NFRD will place your work into the bigger picture of environmental 
sustainability, food insecurity, hunger, and food waste reduction. 

Career Growth 
NFRD will bring together nonprofit organizations, businesses, and government leaders from 
across the social and environmental justice landscapes. This is a rare opportunity to network with 
these professionals. In the past, students have earned jobs and internships as a result of their 
conversations at NFRD!

Strength Exchange
You are not alone in any problems that your chapter may be experiencing. NFRD will give you 
the space to collaborate with chapters from across the country. You will share your strengths and 
weaknesses, learn new ideas from each other, and maintain relationships with other chapters. We 
guarantee that you will walk away with tangible problem-solving tools and resources. 

Chapter Engagement
#FindMoreFRNds: NFRD is a great way to establish lasting relationships with other FRNds — 
volunteers and chapter leaders alike — from across the country. Additionally, it’s an opportunity to 
bond and make memories with your own chapter! 
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Travel
Our nation’s capital is an exciting place. Come join the largest student movement against hunger 
and make your voices heard! Traveling is a unique and fun way to learn, and FRN National wants 
to support your service-learning efforts. We are providing grants on a rolling basis. Find the grant 
application in our student portal!

Get to Know the FRN National Team 
Solidify your understanding of what the national team does on a daily basis. Understand the 
importance of each and every chapter — yes, that’s YOU! — to the food recovery movement as a 
whole. You are an integral part of our mission and strategic plan, and we want you to know why! 
Not to mention, you can finally put faces to the names of those people you talked to on the phone 
all those times. 

Fresh Perspective
It would be impossible to list all of the beautiful moments NFRD provides in two pages. All of the 
components listed here, and many more, will renew your passion and dedication to fighting waste 
and feeding people. With the tools and resources you gain at NFRD, you will return to campus with 
even more effective and powerful leadership than before.

Registration Links
Register for NFRD.

Learn more about registration rates.

Apply for a travel grant. 

Questions or concerns? Email info@foodrecoverynetwork.org or text (240) 473-3778. 

https://www.foodrecoverynetwork.org/grant
https://www.foodrecoverynetwork.org/grant
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